
New Features in Cube 6.4.5 
 DEC=F2 – The DEC sub keyword in PATHLOAD statement is used to control the precision 

of the cost variable used in path building. Valid values for DEC are: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and F, 
which represent 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 decimal places and floating point, respectively. Using 
lower accuracy will speed up the assignment process considerably, especially for larger 
networks. However, this might also affect the accuracy of selected shortest cost paths in 
each iteration. The default value is DEC=F, which provides the most accuracy in terms of 
shortest path selection. In Cube 6.4.5, a new value for DEC is introduced, DEC=F2, which 
provides the same precision as DEC=F, but has an improved floating-point calculation 
routine for faster path building. The speed-up of the new routine when compared to 
DEC=F depends on the size of the network. Our tests with a range of highway 
assignment models provided run time improvements between the range of 5 to 30 
percent 

 

 ADJUST MULTITHREAD – Highway assignment can be distributed using Cluster intrastep 
process. However, Cluster only distributes the ILOOP phase (path building). Cube 6.4.5 
introduces a new HIGHWAY program parameter, which provides users with the ability to 
distribute the calculations in the ADJUST phase, The MULTITHREAD keyword, which is a 
sub keyword of the PARAMETERS COMBINE=EQUI statement, which allows the user to 
set the number of threads to be used for the ADJUST phase calculations. The number of 
threads depends on the number of processor cores and hyper threading available on the 
computer. The maximum value is restricted to 200 threads. MULTITHREAD comes with 
sub keyword MEMORY, which is a boolean key (T/F) and controls how to handle the 
temporary files created during the multithread distribution. MULTITHREAD can only be 
used with COMBINE=EQUI. The improvement in run time depends on the number of 
threads used and the number of calculations in the ADJUST phase. Our tests, which 
included a range of highway assignment models with eight threads, provided run time 
improvements of up-to 65 percent in some cases. 
 

 Analyst Drive LOWVALU – A new parameter to override the lower bound on non-zero 
entries of the estimated OD matrix. When set to a positive value, any entries of the 
estimated OD matrix that are less than LOWVALU will be set to LOWVALU. If LOWVALU 
is set to any negative value, then the program will instead set LOWVALU to use the 
smallest non-zero input OD matrix value. This parameter can be useful in preventing the 
zeroing of small matrix entries due to loss of precision. 

 

Cube Voyager 
PT 

 Updated checking criteria of EFARE/FARE and ENUMFARE to make sure the path analysis/trace 

function runs when using ROUTEI files and ENUMFARE. 

 Fix for memory overflow issue when a zone enumerated large number of routes. 



 Fix for bug in NT leg generation. 

MATRIX 

 Fix issues with ZDATI processing. 

Highway Assignment 

 New option F2 for PATHLOAD DEC keyword. Improves run time performance in path building. 

 New keyword MUTITHREAD to distribute Adjust phase across multiple processing cores. 

Includes sub keyword MEMORY, which is a Boolean option to set the temp files in memory or 

disk, when using MULTITHREAD. Only applies to COMBINE=EQUI. 

 Fix for issue when more than one toll on-ramp or off-ramp share the same A node. This created 

a condition where Voyager was not able to identify certain toll-gate combinations. This fix 

requires that any on/off gate combination are part of the same toll system. 

 Fix for crash when using turn penalties and TOLLMATI inputs. 

TRNBUILD 

 Fix for issue with reading fare links data. 

 

Cube Base 
 Update to ArcGIS Engine license authorization to support minor versions. 

Scenario Manager 

 Fix for stack overflow issue when opening catalogs. 

 Update to multiple scenario run order. The scenarios will now be listed in the order they appear 

in the scenario tree which matches with the run order. 

Application Manager 

 Fix for issue with updating path references. 

Network Editor 

 Improved the speed of reading path file with multiple path tabs. 

GIS Editor 

 Fix for issue when switching to layout window which has an unsupported GIS printer layout. 

 

Analyst Drive 
 Added parameter LOWVALU to indicate the lowest value a non-zero OD matrix entry can be set 

to. 



Cube Cluster 
 Fix for issue when merging tokens after multistep. 


